Following the successful PATRAM 2010 in London there was an excess of funds that the main organisng bodies Department for Transport, WNTI, IMO and IAEA decided to apportion for the benefit of the radioactive material transport community through a Legacy Outcome Committee (LOC). The LOC established a set of principles for fund allocation based on the main outcomes from the PATRAM 2010 Conference. Over the last four years the LOC has discussed and agreed a series of proposals including those for emerging nations and the need to establish radioactive material transport regulatory frameworks, denial of shipments issues and other work areas highlighted during PATRAM 2010. There have been over 20 proposals that benefitted from this fund, which has now been fully apportioned and the final LOC was recently held in London where a final summary of accounts was produced and agreed.

The presentation at TRANSSC will highlight these proposals, show the work areas that have benefitted and bring closure to what was a successful event held in London.